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1: News - Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN)
Membership of the Social Movement of Nigeria is opened to every Nigerian, irrespective of age, tribe, ethnicity,
education, gender, or religious belief. HOW TO JOIN State Coordinators shall be appointed for the Social Movement of
Nigeria to coordinate its activities nationwide.

Having firmly resolved to establish the Federal Republic of Nigeria, With a view to ensuring the unity of our
people and faith in our fatherland, For the purpose of promoting inter-African co-operation and solidarity, In
order to assure world peace and international understanding, and So as to further the ends of liberty, equality
and justice both in our country and in the world at large. It is also very clear that the Provisional Ruling
Council had to falsify the document because it had no mandate of the people since most military dictatorship
do not believe in democracy and good governance. We reproduce below the conclusions of various observers,
local and international to wit: Given the lack of transparency and evidence of fraud, particularly in the result
collation process, there can be no confidence in the results of these elections. This is all the more regrettable
since they were held in an improved atmosphere in which freedoms of expression and assembly were broadly
respected during campaigning, the judiciary played a generally positive and independent role and the people
showed remarkable commitment to democracy, eagerly engaging in the electoral process and waiting patiently
to vote in often very difficult circumstances. Section 2 of the Constitution is therefore left hanging. In the
circumstance, we are convinced that further expansion of this important section is necessary and this cannot be
done by constitutional amendment but by further discussions and negotiation such as providing that all
Nigerians should down tools as it were, or take to the streets or seek redress in the courts, when any person or
group unconstitutionally takes control of the Government of Nigeria. It contains the values and ideals of our
co-existence as a people. Section 13 and 14 provides as follows: It shall be the duty and responsibility of all
organs of government, and of all authorities and persons, exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers,
to conform to, observe and apply the provisions of this Chapter of this Constitution. The practice has been to
bring from some states, on religious grounds, persons from Local Government administration into the Federal
Public Service to man key positions. The incompetence of these officials has led to very low standards of
Federal officials that have led to the collapse of the Federal Public Service. This has also led to the
predominance of the three major Ethnic Nationalities and promoted a sense of ownership thus giving the
impression that appointments are substitutes for amenities. In the process, some over other Ethnic
Nationalities are not represented. Federal Character, to some ethnic minorities, is an instrument of exclusion
and marginalization especially in a country with decayed infrastructures, roads, health and education etc. We
would have thought however that section 14 1 and 2 are more important for a Commission and should have
been made justiciable. This is a tacit confirment on infallibility to the military. Why we must not question the
competence of the military, even though we know that they were young, inexperienced, and lacking in
political knowledge, we submit, so as not to expose those behind the military â€” power behind the throne and
not to expose the illogicality and injustice in a situation whereby when treasonable acts succeeds, leads to
Head of State, when it fails it leads to execution by those who in the first place committed the act of treason.
This is injustice of the worst type. It would appear further that the military also saw themselves as colonial
masters; conquerors whose deeds and misdeeds should not be questioned. The point being made is, in addition
to the contradiction, some of the provisions of the Constitution are oppressive to some sections of the ethnic
nationalities that make up Nigeria and inadvertently consign them to second class citizens even though they
provide the main stay of the Nigerian economy. We are informed that in Islam all rights belong to God, and
humans the duty of obedience. We need to re-word this chapter to fundamental ideal or value, rather than
rights because most of the provisos in this chapter have whittled down the effect of these rights and, in some
cases, made them meaningless. Section 40 on right to peaceful assembly and association provides as follows:
Every person shall be entitled to assemble freely and associate with other persons, and in particular he may
form or belong to any political party, trade union or any other association for the protection of his interests:
Provided that the provisions of this section shall not derogate from the powers conferred by this Constitution
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on the Independent National Electoral Commission with respect to political parties to which that Commission
does not accord recognition. This is against the universal declaration of Human Rights which provides for
right to vote and be voted for. To further compound the situation section provided that: Tribunal decisions
have not helped matter. We are now caught in the web of party intrigue, party godfatherism, and corruption
and elected party representatives who are in politics for self-interest. All the parties have desk officers in the
Presidency and members are free to move from one party to another with the approval of the Presidency. The
number of Governors who are being accused of corruption and other related offences show that party
selections have been wrong in many instances. These nominations are cleared by the security and intelligence
agencies; we wonder whether security clearance means selecting shady characters that can hold their people to
ransom. This obviously cannot be the idea upon which the and the Constitutions were framed. This is the heart
of our right to suffrage. These moral codes however must be discussed and agreed upon. Attempts to remove
references to God from our civic lives would not constitute the separation of Church and State; rather, it would
be the indoctrination of Atheism. The OIC with the pre-eminence of Arab League of 22 states remain the most
uniformly oligarchic states in the world, in that not a single Arab leader has ever been peacefully ousted by the
ballot box. Arab states have, in the past devoted their energies to nation-building, an exercise that was seen by
them to require political centralization, the forced mobilization of resources and the fabrication of new
national identities to replace older affiliations. The implication of membership means the adoption of the OIC
Charter that has the following provisions for Muslim and Islamic countries. The OIC resolves to preserve
Islamic spiritual, ethical, social and economic values, which will remain one of the important factors of
achieving progress for mankind. It is determined to consolidate the bonds of the prevailing brotherly and
spiritual friendship among Muslim people, and to protect their freedom, and the common legacy of their
civilization particularly on the principles of justice, tolerance and non-discrimination; preamble. This fact was
made known by a Muslim Scholar. M Kirk-Greene, which showed that the reason for amalgamation was more
economic than political. Amalgamation was to enable the large revenue of Southern Nigeria to be spread out
for the development of the whole of Nigeria and to put an end to the financial difficulties of the North. Lugard
in his report showed that not only had the Northern Protectorate been running at a substantial operating loss,
this in itself a direct contradiction of one of the traditional British colonial maxis that every territory must be
self supporting. The Northern treasury had been subvented by heavy grants-in-aid from both Great Britain and
Southern Protectorates, when the prosperity of the South was increasing rapidly â€” thanks to the high duties
imposed on liquor import especially square face or trade gin. Such a source of revenue was unknown to the
Muslim North. On the extension of indirect rule to the South, the military completed what the British began.
Indirect taxation which provide funds for the payment of salaries of Muslim clerics which has now got
constitutional backing and the movement of the capital from Lagos to the North [Abuja] were reasons why the
Lagos Press were hostile to amalgamation. Military regimes of the s to s were more or less colonial masters
who regarded Nigeria as a conquered territory with spoilt of war to loot. When these facts are read in
conjunction with the comments of the Times of Nigeria becomes clear that the North became the new boss.
Northern Nigerian system, Northern Nigerian law, Northern Nigerian land laws Northern Nigerian
administration must be made to supersede every system in Southern Nigeria.
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2: Storm over Leahâ€™s proof of life! - Vanguard News Nigeria
CommuniquÃ© From The Meeting Of Christian Social Movement Of Nigeria COMMUNIQUÃ‰ FROM THE MEETING
OF CHRISTIAN SOCIAL MOVEMENT OF NIGERIA (CSMN) HELD ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 28, , AT DAUGHTERS
OF DIVINE LOVE RETREAT AND CONFERENCE CENTRE, ABUJA The Christian Social.

Around , an Anglican deacon launches an indigenous prophetic movement that later becomes the Christ Army
Church. Following an influenza epidemic in , revivals flare within the mission churches and the Christ Army
Church. Around , an Anglican forms a prayer group known as the Precious Stone Diamond Society to heal
influenza victims. The group leaves the Anglican Church in the early s and affiliates with Faith Tabernacle, a
church based in Philadelphia Anderson During the s, Joseph Babalola of Faith Tabernacle leads a revival that
converts thousands. In , his movement initiates ties with the pentecostal Apostolic Church of Great Britain
after coming into conflict with colonial authorities, but the association dissolves over the use of modern
medicine. In , Babalola founds the independent Christ Apostolic Church, which is estimated to have over a
million members by Anderson Foreign pentecostal denominations such as the Welsh Apostolic Church , the
Assemblies of God and the Foursquare Gospel Church are also introduced during this period. Under Enoch
Adejare Adeboye, the church becomes increasingly pentecostal in theology and practice and grows from an
estimated 42 congregations in to around 7, in , with followers in more than 90 countries, including the U.
Murphy, March 25, ; Mahtani, April 26, ; Ojo Originating in evangelical student revivals, a wave of
pentecostal expansion spawns new churches in the s and s. Idahosa establishes the Church of God Mission
International in In , the pentecostal umbrella organization Grace of God ministry is founded in eastern
Nigeria. New charismatic churches grow throughout the s and s. The survey also finds that roughly six-in-ten
Protestants in Nigeria are either pentecostal or charismatic, and three-in-ten Nigerian Catholics surveyed can
be classified as charismatic. The emphasis of this early activism is on the spiritual forces that govern politics
and on bringing about reform through prayer Freston In the s, pentecostals become active in the Christian
Association of Nigeria. Founded in , the Association initially includes only Catholic and mainline Protestants,
but by it incorporates churches associated with the Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria, a pentecostal umbrella
group, and the Organization of African Instituted Churches Freston In , the government proposes the creation
of a Federal Sharia Court of Appeal, and in the Constituent Assembly, efforts are made to extend the
jurisdiction of Sharia courts. Evangelicals and pentecostals in the Youth Wing of the Christian Association of
Nigeria organize prayer sessions and pamphleteering campaigns against the Sharia proposal. In , under
General Babangida, Nigeria becomes a member of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, triggering
numerous pentecostal protests. Benson Idahosa, the popular pentecostal preacher, threatens to call for a
Christian boycott of newspapers favoring Islamization. In , Sheikh Abubakar Gumi, a leading Muslim cleric,
stokes further controversy by publicly declaring that Muslims will never allow non-Muslims to assume
political leadership in Nigeria. In response, pentecostal leaders ally with other Christians in Kaduna state and
launch a campaign to field candidates in the local government elections Ojo In , both government-sanctioned
parties field Muslim candidates for the presidency. Christians vote mostly for M. Abiola, the candidate of the
Social Democratic Party, the southern, Christian-leaning party. When it becomes clear that Abiola will win,
the government cancels the result and Christians appeal to the military to relinquish power Freston For many
Protestant leaders, he symbolizes the restoration of Christian control over government. A Baptist, Obasanjo
had served as military ruler from In , pentecostal leaders conduct an all-night prayer meeting for the new
president Freston After falling out with Obasanjo, he steps down as Senate president in Imo forthcoming: In ,
with presidential elections approaching, Obasanjo claims a divine mandate to win a second term. One of his
opponents, Chris Okotie of the Justice Party, also claims a divine mandate to lead Nigeria. Okotie first enters
the national limelight in the s as a pop star but later becomes a pentecostal preacher. He seeks the nomination
of the National Democratic Party but loses, then switches to the Justice Party, which nominates him. Okotie
has announced he will compete in the elections under the banner of the newly registered Fresh Democratic
Party, which he chairs Ojo In the elections, Obasanjo wins an overwhelming but nevertheless controversial
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victory, beating his main opponent, Muhammadu Buhari, by two-to-one. EU observers pronounce the
elections flawed, and opposition parties reject the results. In , the Christian Association of Nigeria threatens to
boycott the national census scheduled for November if religion is not included in census forms. In February ,
the Danish cartoon controversy sparks religious riots. Churches, including pentecostal ones, are destroyed in
Borno State, and some pentecostal pastors are killed. Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria president Ayo
Oristejafor demands that the federal government guarantee the safety and property of Christians Eyoboka,
Feb. However, Fellowship president Ayo Oritsejafor argues in May that a third term in office is not a crime
and is a matter for all Nigerians to decide Isiguzo, April 18, ; Ehiremen, May 8, In July , pentecostal
layperson Jerry Gana, former information minister for Obasanjo, announces he will compete in the May
presidential elections. Gana, who hails from northern Nigeria, immediately attracts the support of some
pentecostal leaders, but he also attracts criticism because he was an adviser in both the Babangida and Abacha
military governments Haruna, July 12, ; Ologbondiyan and Okocha, July 5,
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3: "The World Christian Movement" - Proclamation, Invitation, & Warning
Pentecostal political activism originates with the founding of the Christian Students' Social Movement of Nigeria in The
emphasis of this early activism is on the spiritual forces that govern politics and on bringing about reform through prayer
(Freston ).

Your prompt reaction shows how much importance you attach to this matter as of urgent National attention. I
recall it was a fortnight ago we made this request. Thank you for granting us audience. In our letter, we did
say, we will bring to your notice our observations, worries and fears as well as our position on the vexing
issue. By this lumping together, in-depth study of the subject is lost to necessity of accommodation of other
Subjects. Further, we observed that the content of the Curriculum and the textbooks approved by the Nigerian
Educational Research and Development Council NERDC deliberately denigrated the person of the founder of
the Christian faith. The Islamic religious studies section of the same Curriculum document impudently denied
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, which is blasphemous - The Cardinal Truth of the Christian faith.
This we consider as obnoxious, offensive and provocative. If this was limited to a private religious belief, it is
understandable, but making such statements in a national document for all faiths is indeed obnoxious. The
implication is that a student must offer any of the two religions as part of the overall Subject. In a situation
where there is no Subject teacher for any of the two Religious Studies, the Student will compulsorily do the
available, not minding whether it conflicts with his or her faith. Finally, we observed that many schools
particularly in the northern part of the country deliberately refused to employ Christian Religious Studies
Teachers, thereby denying the Christian students the right to choose Christian Religious Studies and indirectly
forcing them to do Islamic religious studies. This we consider an infringement on their fundamental human
rights. We consider this Curriculum a means of promoting one religion Islam above other religions in a
multi-religious nation. We are also worried that there is a deliberate act of indoctrination of Nigerian children
through the Curriculum towards Islam. This for us is the most subtle and most dangerous way of executing a
jihad. We are worried by the confusion this Curriculum will create in the minds of the minors. For instance, at
home a Christian child is taught that the salvation of his or her soul is through the atoning death of Jesus
Christ and his resurrection. Then in school, he or she is faced with a Curriculum and textbooks denying the
death and resurrection of Christ, which is a blasphemy. The worst is the portion in the Curriculum that
encourages the child to disobey the parents if they oppose his or her recitation of the Koran. When an
educational program encourages rebellion in the home, what will be the implications on the society? The
Curriculum as it concerns the omnibus subject: Religion and National Values should be scrapped as a Subject.
In its place there should be three distinctive subjects each standing on its own. Federal Ministry of Education
and State Ministries of Education must be made to employ Religious Studies Teachers so that Pupils and
Students will have the opportunity to study any religion of their choice in all Public Schools in Nigeria. We
note that though education is in the concurrent legislative list, where State can decide what to do, since all
teachers in Public schools are being paid with tax payers money, majority of which come from the Federal
Allocation, there should be no discrimination on which Religious Teachers to employ and which ones not to.
It is also pertinent to note that the Constitution is supreme over any other local considerations. The Christian
faith has suffered monumental damage caused by the publication and circulation of the Curriculum. A very
recent example came from your very home state, Kwara. We demand that Christian Association of Nigeria be
allowed to provide Christian Religious Studies Teachers in each of the states that claim they are unable to
source and recruit Christian Religious Teachers. Genuine respect for our Constitution which in section 38 1
guarantees freedom of worship and right to choose what, when and how to worship as well as Article 18 of
Universal Declaration of human rights. Abolition of obnoxious laws that infringe on freedom of worship, like
the one recently promulgated by the Kaduna State Government. NERDC should not at their whims and
caprices hand-pick those to participate in the review. Morally degrading items should be removed from the
Textbooks for use. There should be restoration of key subjects like History, Geography in our basic education
Curriculum. Government should not in practice nor be seen to interfere or promote one religion to the
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exclusion of others by sponsoring only a particular group or allocate State resources to it. There should be
prosecution and arrest of all agents of hatred and murder of Christians in Nigeria: Let me add that in listing all
these demands, we consulted widely with all Christian groups, associations and affiliations both in Nigeria and
the diaspora, and all these points represent the opinions and positions of the vast majority of Nigerian
Christians. We demand for the arrest, prosecution and stoppage of kidnapping of under aged Christian girls
and forceful marriage of such in the Northern part of Nigeria. The school uniform is part and parcel of the
curriculum, we therefore demand for security reasons, an end to wearing of Hijab in Christian Schools in
Nigeria as seen and legislated in Osun State. This is a rude shock to us, absolutely incredible and as such
unacceptable sir.
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4: Home - Christian Social Movement of Nigeria
position of christians in nigeria on the issue of christian religious studies as reflected in the current 9-year basic
educational curriculum presented to the president of senate on wednesday july 12,

In Argentina , as elsewhere in Latin America , the tradition of student activism dates back to at least the 19th
century, but it was not until after that it became a major political force. This is particularly true in the newer
universities that have been established in suburban areas. Student politics of Bangladesh Student politics of
Bangladesh is reactive, confrontational and violent. Student organizations act as the armament of the political
parties they are part of. Over the years, political clashes and factional feuds in the educational institutes killed
many, seriously hampering the academic atmosphere. To check those hitches, universities have no options but
go to lengthy and unexpected closures. Therefore, classes are not completed on time and there are session
jams. The student wings of ruling parties dominate the campuses and residential halls through crime and
violence to enjoy various unauthorized facilities. They control the residential halls to manage seats in favor of
their party members and loyal pupils. They eat and buy for free from the restaurants and shops nearby. They
extort and grab tenders to earn illicit money. They take money from the freshmen candidates and put pressure
on teachers to get an acceptance for them. They take money from the job seekers and put pressures on
university administrations to appoint them. In Canada , New Left student organizations from the late s and s
became mainly two: SUPA was a decentralized organization, rooted in local university campuses. SDU was
prominent in an Administration occupation in , and a student strike in Other members helped form the
Vancouver Liberation Front in This was the only peacetime use of the War Measures Act. Following
elections that year, premier Jean Charest promised to repeal anti-assembly laws and cancel the tuition hike.
From to , Chile was rocked by a series of student-led nationwide protests across Chile , demanding a new
framework for education in the country , including more direct state participation in secondary education and
an end to the existence of profit in higher education. No new public universities have been built since the end
of the Chilean transition to democracy in , even though the number of university students has swelled. Other
government proposals were also rejected. China[ edit ] Students from the Peking University protesting on
Tiananmen Square in Since the defeat of the Qing Dynasty during the First â€” and Second Opium Wars â€” ,
student activism has played a significant role in the modern Chinese history. It is regarded as an essential step
of the democratic revolution in China, and it had also give birth to Chinese Communism. Anti-Americanism
movements led by the students during the Chinese Civil War were also instrumental in discrediting the KMT
government and bring the Communist victory in China. Throughout the s, students denounced the unfinished
decolonisation of higher education and the unrealised promises of national independence. The two issues
crossed in the demonstration of June 4th, The chain of events leading to the Hungarian Revolution was started
by peaceful student demonstrations in the streets of Budapest , later attracting workers and other Hungarians.
In Czechoslovakia , one of the most known faces of the protests following the Soviet -led invasion that ended
the Prague Spring was Jan Palach , a student who committed suicide by setting fire to himself on January 16,
The act triggered a major protest against the occupation. The first example of this was the Serbian Otpor!
Occupation of the University of Lyon Law School, In France , student activists have been influential in
shaping public debate. In May the University of Paris at Nanterre was closed due to problems between the
students and the administration. The events in Paris were followed by student protests throughout the world.
The German student movement participated in major demonstrations against proposed emergency legislation.
In many countries, the student protests caused authorities to respond with violence. A student demonstration in
Mexico City ended in a storm of bullets on the night of October 2, , an event known as the Tlatelolco
massacre. Even in Pakistan , students took to the streets to protest changes in education policy, and on
November 7 two college students died after police opened fire on a demonstration. That was a
Studentenverbindung that was concentrated on national and democratic ideas. In , inspired by liberal and
patriotic ideas of a united Germany, student organisations gathered for the Wartburg festival at Wartburg
Castle , at Eisenach in Thuringia , on the occasion of which reactionary books were burnt. In the student Karl
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Ludwig Sand murdered the writer August von Kotzebue , who had scoffed at liberal student organisations. In
the s, the worldwide upswing in student and youth radicalism manifested itself through the German student
movement and organisations such as the German Socialist Student Union. The movement in Germany shared
many concerns of similar groups elsewhere, such as the democratisation of society and opposing the Vietnam
War , but also stressed more nationally specific issues such as coming to terms with the legacy of the Nazi
regime and opposing the German Emergency Acts. The goal of the protest was, expressly, to force the
government to retract its plans to introduce Moral and National Education as a compulsory subject. Student
organizations made important roles during the Umbrella Movement. On 16 January a large group of students
more than 20 lakhs protested in state of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry for the ban on Jallikattu. On 20 January a
temporary ordinance was passed, lifting the ban on Jallikattu. During the political turmoil of the s, right-wing
student groups staged demonstrations calling for then-President Sukarno to eliminate alleged Communists
from his government, and later demanding that he resign. Student groups were a key part of the political scene
during this period. Upon taking office after Suharto stepped down, B. Habibie made numerous mostly
unsuccessful overtures to placate the student groups that had brought down his predecessor. When that failed,
he sent a combined force of police and gangsters to evict protesters occupying a government building by force.
In Iran , students have been at the forefront of protests both against the pre secular monarchy and, in recent
years, against the theocratic islamic republic. Recent years have seen several incidents when liberal students
have clashed with the Iranian government, most notably the Iranian student riots of July Several people were
killed in a week of violent confrontations that started with a police raid on a university dormitory, a response
to demonstrations by a group of students of Tehran University against the closure of a reformist newspaper.
Akbar Mohammadi was given a death sentence , later reduced to 15 years in prison, for his role in the protests.
In , he died at Evin prison after a hunger strike protesting the refusal to allow him to seek medical treatment
for injuries suffered as a result of torture. In June , several thousand students took to the streets of Tehran in
anti-government protests sparked by government plans to privatise some universities. In May , up to 40 police
officers were injured in clashes with demonstrating students in Tehran. In , President Ahmadinejad urged
students to organize campaigns to demand that liberal and secular university teachers be removed. The violent
measures used by the Iranian government to suppress these protests have been the subject of widespread
international condemnation.
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5: Home - Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN)
much social prominence in Nigeria because of their adroit use of the media, the attention given to them by the secular
media, and their attracting a large membership among educated youth.

I am calling on the government and people of goodwill to intervene to get me out of my current situation. I
also plead with members of the public to help my mother, my father, my younger brother and relatives. Kindly
help me out of my predicament. I am begging you to treat me with compassion. I am calling on government,
particularly the President, to pity me and get me out of this serious situation. Boko Haram released the audio
recording of the lone Christian girl as proof of life. Leah marked her 15th birthday in captivity. Also
answering a question about when Leah will rejoin her parents on a television programme, the Special Adviser
to the President on Media and Publicity, Mr. Adesina, a pastor of Foursquare Gospel Church, added that
government was working to get her free. Request A telephone call to the father of the girl, Mr. It has renewed
my hope in God and we are happy that I can hear my daughter speak. This has given me hope that she is alive.
I am also happy to confirm that the picture displayed is her photograph. He said that neither the DSS nor the
police had reached the family to confirm the voice in the recording. Like her husband, Mrs. Sharibu, who is
currently holidaying in Yola with her husband and only son, to shake off lonesomeness and boredom, also
called on President Buhari to make haste and free her daughter. Ever since the release of the other Dapchi
girls, it has been a serious question of whether or not Leah was alive. We have hoped and prayed to hear that
she is, and will continue to pray and work for her eventual release. Now is the time for President Buhari to
show that he will truly work to rescue Leah from the hands of evil. They have not heard from President
Buhari, who has claimed to be working to free their daughter. They said that they appreciate everyone who is
working to ensure her release. We continue to plead for more pressure to be put on the government until she is
released. In a communique, the CSMN condemned in very strong terms the abduction and continued
incarceration of Leah on account of her firm stand against renouncing her Christian faith for Islam in exchange
for freedom from her Islamist captors. And in response, the conference immediately raised donations for the
Sharibu family. Life is no longer sacred. I was weeping when I listened to that recording and some people are
dilly-dallying about whether the voice is genuine or not. Even after the parents of the girl have confirmed that
the voice belongs to their daughterâ€¦. Femi Adesina said they were going to verify.
6: Objectives Of The Christian Social Movement Of Nigeria - Kingdom News
In the same vein, there is nothing wrong with the fund raising program of Christian Social Movement of Nigeria (CSMN).
CSMN is an independent registered body and fully qualified to raise funds from willing donors to implement its programs
and activities.

7: Occupy Nigeria - Wikipedia
A coalition of elderly Christians under the aegis of the Christian Social Movement of Nigeria has said that towards
moving Nigeria forward from its stagnant position, the restructuring of the.

8: Students Christian Movement (SCM) â€“ The Publisher Nigeria News
The Christian Social Movement of Nigeria (CSMN) organized a Conference tagged "THINK DEMOCRACY" on Tuesday,
28th August, , at the Daughters of Divine Love Retreat and Conference Centre (DRACC), Lugbe, Abuja, to evaluate
developments in the country and the challenges confronting governance in Nigeria.

9: Christian News, The Christian Post
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The emergence of the Nigerian charismatic movement owes much to the witness laid earlier by two international
Christian student organizations - the Student Christian Movement (SCM) and the Christian Union (CU, linked to the
International Fellowship of Evangelical Students). .
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